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Join Your Local Chapter
The Chat is the newsletter of
the Audubon Society of Ohio,
which is the Cincinnati
chapter of the National
Audubon Society. All members of National Audubon
are assigned to local chapters
by zip code, unless they
selected a particular local
chapter when they signed up.

The Chat

AUDUBON SOCIETY OF OHIO

We encourage you to join the
local chapter, ASO, as well as
National Audubon. Joining us
will help support our local
activities, such as field trips,
programs, and publication of
this newsletter. But you are
welcome to attend our events
even if you are not a member
of ASO. You can join by
filling out the membership
form which is in this issue of
the Chat.
We also encourage you to
sign up for email distribution
of the Chat, whether you wish
to join ASO or not. Print publications have become increasingly expensive, and you

can help us to save money by
getting the Chat online. You
will receive email notifications
when new issues are published,
and also a monthly notification
of the coming month’s events.
You can join our email list by
clicking on the button on the
home page of our website, at
cincinnatiaudubon.org. Or you
can just email us, at
mail@cincinnatiaudubon.org,

and ask to be placed on the
list. Every email that you
receive from us will include an easy opt-out link,
which will let you leave the
list at any time. Your email
address will never be
shared with any other
organization.

Hummingbird moth, ASO butterfly field
trip, East Fork Lake, 07 August 2014

2014 Audubon Society Birding Course
Hone your birding and
identification skills by registering for the 28th annual
Audubon Birding Course.
Our local Cincinnati Audubon Society Chapter (ASO)
has been sponsoring this
class since 1987. The threeweek course will be held
on three consecutive

Sunday mornings: September 28th, October 5th and
October 12th. Father-son
team Jay Stenger and Jack
Stenger will be this year’s
instructors. Both Jay and
Jack are well-known and
exceptionally knowledgeable birders. Jay has been an
instructor for this course

Inside this issue:

since its inception in 1987.
The course is held at the
Audubon House which is
located in Groesbeck at
3398 W. Galbraith Road,
just a couple of minutes
from the Cross County
Highway.
Continued next page
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 18 Oct… ASO picnic,
see cincinnatiaudubon.org for additional
information
 17 Nov… TBD, presented by
Mark Shieldcastle, research director, Black Swamp
Bird Observatory, formerly naturalist, ODNR,
Department of Wildlife
 19 Jan… The Legacy of the Passenger Pigeon
and its Relevance in 2014, presented by Dan
Marsh, director of education, Cincinnati Zoo and
Botanical Gardens

2014 Audubon Society Birding Course (Continued from Page 1)
Each class begins at 8 A.M. with a casual
classroom session. A continental breakfast (muffins, bagels, donuts, fruit juices,
coffee, tea, etc.) and handouts are provided during every morning session. Each
classroom session is followed by a field
trip to a local hotspot which ends around
1 P.M. Past field locations have included
Shawnee Lookout, the Oxbow, Miami
Whitewater, Fernald Preserve, Mt. Airy
Forest, Winton Woods and other sites.
This year’s locations will be determined
by current conditions at the time and participant interest. Fall migration will be
well under way and we will find a great
diversity of species including raptors,
shorebirds, waders, waterfowl, and many
songbirds including those confusing fall
warblers.
Through discussions, visual & audio
presentations and field observations, the
course will particularly focus on sharpening identification skills. But the course
will offer much more than that. When,
where and how to find birds in our area is
also prioritized. Other course topics will
include migration, bird abundance and
distribution, habitat, conservation, local
hotspots, and birding equipment and resources. The setting is informal and questions are encouraged. Jay and Jack also
infuse a lot of fun, levity and enthusiasm
throughout.
This course is geared towards all birding
levels. While mid-level birders will likely
gain the most from this course, most birders, beginners and experienced alike, will

find that this course will help hone their
ID skills and add to their knowledge of
local birds. Over 350 area birders have
taken this course over the years and have
found it entertaining and informative. The
course is open to everyone, including
older kids if accompanied by an adult.
Binoculars are required, and a field guide
will be useful to refer to in class and in
the field. If you do not have a pair of
binoculars the ASO can lend you a pair
during the course.
Advance registration is required. Course
fees are $10 for ASO members and $25
for non-members. The course will be
limited to a maximum of 25 participants.
Please register by September 20th to assist us in planning and preparation. To be
registered, please send your check, payable to ASO and mail to: ASO Bird
Course, Audubon House, 3398 W.
Galbraith Road, Cincinnati Ohio 45239.
If you have any questions call the
Audubon House at 741-SWAN or email
Jay Stenger at jaystenger@cinci.rr.com.
About The Instructors:
Jay Stenger: Jay’s involvement in the
local and state birding community spans
almost 5 decades. Over those years Jay
has served many terms as a board member of the Audubon Society of Ohio, the
Cincinnati Bird Club, Oxbow Inc.
(founding member), and the Ohio Bird
Records Committee. He is the compiler
of the Cincinnati Christmas Bird Count,
a regional coordinator for the Ohio

Breeding Bird Atlas, an instructor for an
annual UC/Osher LLI Bird Course and
was a volunteer for the USGS Breeding
Bird Survey. Over a 30-year span Jay has
led over 350 field trips. Jay’s casual style,
enthusiasm, and hands-on knowledge
makes the time fly-by.
Jack Stenger: Filling the big shoes of coinstructor Paul Wharton, who has relocated to Florida as a State Wildlife
Technician, is Jack Stenger. At age 8,
Jack was a proud graduate of the ASO
Birding Course, class of 1997, and has
aided the course instructors many times
since. In the years since, he has developed his birding skills with thousands of
hours in the field. For the past 8 years
Jack has held various ornithological field
jobs for Intermountain Bird Observatory,
Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory,
Ohio State University and University of
Illinois. Jack graduated with a degree in
zoology from Ohio Wesleyan University
in 2010 and is currently pursuing a Ph.D.
in Biological Sciences at the University
of Cincinnati, where he just finished
teaching Ornithology for UC’s summer
session. Jack will bring his scientific
expertise to the classroom and his exceptional identification skills to the field
trips.

Programs (Contributed by Allan Beach)
Audubon programs are held at Winton
Center at 7:30 P.M. on the third Monday
of each month from September to
November and January through June.
You are invited to our free programs at
7 PM to enjoy 30 minutes of fellowship
and light refreshments before the meeting. Winton Center is on the west side of
Winton Road just off of Valleyview Rd.
No meeting in July or August.
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Monday, September 15, 2014,
A Wilderness Icon, America’s Red
Rocks Wilderness, is the pr esentation
by Clayton Daughenbaugh, Midwest
representative of the Southern Utah
Wilderness Alliance (SUWA). This wonderful area of southern Utah is in jeopardy. Clayton, who lives in the Chicago
area, is also the chair of the Sierra Club’s
National Wildlands Committee.
Our September meeting will also feature
a raffle of a copy of Wings on the Water,
featuring photographs of ducks, geese
and loons by Steve Maslowski, who has
signed this copy of the book. Raffle tickets are $1 each, or six for $5.

Monday, October 20, 2014, Journey
Thru Time, America’s Tale of the
Natural History, People and
Transportation from Early 1700s to
Late 1800s, with emphasis on the mammals, birds and trees along the Ohio
River, by storyteller Jim Williams, a former naturalist at Hamilton County Parks
and initiator of their VIP Program. He
also makes presentations on the Delta
Queen and other river boats.
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September/October Field Trips (Contributed by Jay Stenger)
Birding Trip, Fall Migration

Little Miami River Fishes

Location: Shawnee Lookout Park and
the Oxbow

Location: Bass Island (A Hamilton
County Park property along the Little
Miami River)

Date: Saturday, September 13, 2014
Meet: 8:30 A.M. Upper Shawnee
Lookout boat ramp
Leader: Joe Bens
(513) 353-4229
joebens@live.com
An excellent argument can be made that
September, after May, is the second best
birding month in our region. Fall songbird (warblers) and shorebird migration
should be in full swing on this date and
finding these species will be our primary
objective on this field trip. We will begin
the day by birding a few spots around
Shawnee Lookout, focusing on migrant
songbirds, especially warblers. By late
morning we will head over to the Oxbow,
stopping at Lost Bridge on the way. If
water levels are favorable (low) we
should find some shorebirds in both locations. Herons, egrets, terns, other waterbirds and raptors should also be expected.
The combination of Shawnee Lookout
and The Oxbow should stack up for a
great day of birding. The combined habitats of these two excellent and adjacent
birding sites at this time of the year
should yield a great diversity of species.
Our trip leader, Joe Bens, an expert and
veteran birder, doesn’t miss much and we
can be assured we will find a wide variety
of birds.
Joe plans to bird until around noon, maybe a little longer if things are still hopping. We’ll walk a bit at Shawnee, but it
will be generally easy and at a comfortable birding pace. Restrooms are available.
We will meet at the Shawnee Lookout
boat ramp upper parking lot at 8 A.M.
The upper parking lot is located directly
across from the park entrance. A Hamilton County Park motor vehicle permit is
required ($3 daily, $10 annual) for each
vehicle. Please feel free to call or email
Joe if you have any questions.
For directions, maps and other park information check out the following website:
Shawnee Lookout
For information and maps of the Oxbow
visit the Oxbow, Inc., website at:
Oxbow, Inc.
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Date: Saturday, September 27, 2014
Meet: 10 A.M. Bass Island
parking lot (See directions below)
Leaders: Bill Zimmermann
(513) 708-8117
wtvz@me.com
Joshua Eastlake
joshua.eastlake@gmail.com
Aside from anglers, fish don’t get a lot of
attention in this region and even anglers
pay little attention to the small fishes
found in our local rivers and streams (the
subject of this field trip). And it doesn’t
take a doctorial degree to realize the reason for that; it’s just hard to see them
down in their watery world. So what do
you do if you want to study them? You
catch em’! And that’s exactly what are
trip leaders are going to do on this field
trip, which not only sounds really interesting, but also sounds like a lot of fun.
Our trip leaders, Bill Zimmerman and
Joshua Eastlake (and probably a couple
of helpers), both have extensive interests
in nature and are very knowledgeable on
a number of subjects (birds, insects etc.).
But they are also fish enthusiasts, from
the largest to the smallest species, and are
into fish identification the way many of
us are into bird identification. On this
field trip they are going to show us how
they do it. The species they are after include a variety of minnows, chubs, darters, madtoms, sunfishes, shiners, dace,
stonerollers, suckers and the fry of larger
species. They also invariably catch a few
other aquatic species along the way such
as reptiles, amphibians, crayfish, hellgrammites and other invertebrates.
The location for this is Bass Island, a
Hamilton County Park property situated
along the southeast bank of the Little
Miami River just below the Newtown
Bridge (at US 50). The Little Miami River is very shallow here, especially so in
the fall, and has extensive exposed sand
and gravel bars that extend into the river.
Bill and Josh will set up shop here and
their equipment will consist of an assortment of dip nets, seining nets, buckets
and a couple of display tanks to, as Bill

told me, “to be sure everyone can get a
good look at whatever we find.” Our
leaders will know what everything is, but
a field guide to fishes will be at hand as
well. Bill told me he expects that we will
find at least ten different species of fish,
probably more, as well as aquatic invertebrates and some reptiles and amphibians
to boot.
Folks should wear clothes that they can
wade in and some old tennis shoes or
water shoes. Bill says sandals tend to fill
up with gravel pretty quickly. Supervised
kids are welcome and encouraged. A fair
warning here, there could be some slippery algae-covered rocks in the water and
a slippery spot or two along the banks
down to the river. The trip is planned for
at least two hours and Bill says they will
probably stay longer if folks want to. The
site is convenient. Bass Island is also a
trailhead for the Loveland bike trail and
there is a sizable parking lot about 200
yards from the river. But it’s a popular
spot and the lot does get crowded at
times. There are restroom facilities at the
parking lot. There are also lots of businesses nearby. Because it is a HCPD
property a Motor Vehicle permit is required on each vehicle ($3 daily, $10
annual). Bill says there is a nearby spot
up river that might be a better location,
but if our leaders do chose to change
locations, we will still meet at the Bass
Island parking lot at 10 A.M. High water
would cancel this trip, but that is unlikely
in late September.
So come and join us for what should be
an entertaining field trip at a pleasant
time of the year, learn about our native
fishes and have some fun while you’re at
it. Feel free to contact Bill or Josh if you
have any questions.
Directions to Bass Island:
From Wooster Pike (U.S. Rt. 50) in
Mariemont go east and turn right onto
Newtown Road. Go across the Little
Miami Bridge to the Bass Island parking
lot on the right, just about 200 yards past
the bridge.
From I-275 & Rt. 32 (Eastgate) follow
Rt. 32 west for 4.7 miles and turn right
onto Newtown Road. Go about 0.9 miles
to the Bass Island parking lot on your
left, about 200 yards before the Little
Miami bridge.
Continued next page
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September/October Field Trips (Continued from Page 3)
For some information on Bass Island visit
the Hamilton County Great Parks link
below:
Bass Island

Birding Trip, Fall Migration
Location: East Fork State Park
Date: Saturday, October 4, 2014
Meet: 7:30 A.M. East Fork
Water Craft Office parking lot
(See directions below)
Leader: Bill Stanley
(513) 724-2663
tyrannus58@gmail.com
Come out and join Bill, who is a skilled
and expert birder, for what should prove
to be a great day afield. October is a
beautiful month and autumn color is near
peak on this date. October is also centered in the middle of fall migration and
because of that it offers somewhat of a
mixed bag. East Fork SP is an excellent
spot to find this diversity of species.
While neotropic migration is winding
down by this date, there still should be
plenty of warblers and other migrant
songbirds around. Shorebird migration
continues and some can usually be found
on the beaches. Waterfowl migration is
just beginning and gulls and terns are also
likely. Raptors are on the move throughout the month and Bald Eagles should be
expected. Even a few of our winter residents may be showing up by this date.
And there is always a chance for a rarity
as East Fork has an excellent reputation
in that regard, particularly in the fall.
Bill, who lives nearby, knows East Fork
SP as well as anyone and plans to visit
several different locations and habitats
within the park. This will entail driving to
a few different spots interspersed with a
bit of walking in between. While we will
walk a bit during the morning, it will be
moderate and at a leisurely pace over
mostly level trails and roadsides. Bill will
probably stay at it until birding begins to
tail off around noon. So come and join
Bill on what should be a beautiful autumnal morning. Restrooms are available in
the park. If you have any questions feel
free to contact Bill.
Directions: We will meet at the watercraft
office on the south side of East Fork State
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Park. To get there, enter the park from the
south side as if you were heading toward
the beach. The park office will be on the
right. To get to the south side entrance to
East Fork SP from I-275 take exit #65,
SR 125 (Beechmont Ave./Ohio Pike) and
go east about 9 miles to the junction of
Rt. 222. Turn left onto Bantam Rd.
(opposite Rt. 222) and follow the signs to
the park entrance.
Visit the East Fork State Park website for
a park map and other info at:
East Fork

Local Mammals
Location: Miami University’s Ecology
Research Center (ERC), Oxford, Ohio
Date: Saturday, October 11, 2014
Meet: 8 A.M. gravel parking lot at the
ERC (See directions below)
Leader: Brian Keane
(513) 961-4476
keaneb@muohio.edu
The focus of this trip will be on local
mammals and how people study their
ecology and natural history. Our trip
leader for this unique field trip will be
Dr. Brian Keane, a biology professor at
Miami University, who also happens to
be a current board member and past president of our Cincinnati Audubon Chapter.
Brian’s main research has focused on
voles and other members of the family
rodentia.
Brian plans to set out several live traps
for small mammals around the ERC
grounds the night before our trip. During
the field trip Brian will take us to each of
the traps to see what was caught. He
guarantees that meadow voles and deer
mice will be captured. Brian says that
shrews, chipmunks, squirrels and weasels
(very rare) are also possible but less likely. Other mammals that are seen on the
ERC grounds include white-tailed deer,
rabbits, raccoons, skunks and coyotes,
which we will not attempt to trap.
Though it is possible some of these species could be seen in this rural setting,
because of the wary nature of mammals,
nothing can be promised. During the
walk between the traps Brian will discuss
the ecology of Ohio’s mammals, explain
how they are scientifically studied and

answer any of our questions. Brian will
also have some of the equipment on hand
that is used to study mammals: items
such as radio collars, PIT tags and the
like.
We will probably walk about a mile, but
it will be at a slow pace over flat ground.
You might want to wear long pants because we will not always be on the trail
and some plants may scratch your exposed legs. Restrooms are available. Kids
that are supervised are always welcome.
This trip should last a little over 2 hours.
So come on out for something a little
different on what should be a brilliant
morning walk among fall colors. October’s autumnal weather is usually magnificent. Be sure to bring binoculars because Brian knows his birds too. If you
have any questions feel free to contact
Brian.
Directions: Miami University’s Ecology
Research Center (ERC), 5806 Somerville
Road, Oxford, Ohio 45056. The ERC is
located just north of Oxford, OH, approximately 2 miles from Miami University's
main campus (about 40 miles northwest
of Cincinnati). Follow St. Rt. 732N onto
Somerville Rd (to the right). Stay on
Somerville Rd. for about 1/2 mile. The
ERC is located at the top of the hill to the
right (the first driveway on the right side
of the road). There is a small green sign
at the entrance indicating the driveway to
the ERC. The orange gate will be open
and drive about ~50 yards to a gravel
parking area in front of several buildings.
Check the following link for info regarding the Miami University’s Ecology
Research Center (ERC):
ERC
The following ERC link has information
on the ERC’s various habitats:
ERC Habitats
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September 2014
Sun

September Calendar

 09… Program: Great Parks of

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

Hamilton County, Oxbow, Inc.

 13… Field trip: Fall migration,
ASO

 14… Field trip: Fall migration,
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Oxbow, Inc.

 15… Program: Red Rocks wilderness, ASO

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

 21… Field trip: Fall migration,
Cincinnati Bird Club

21

22

23

28

29

30

24

25

26

27

October 2014
Sun

Mon

Tue

 27… Field trip: Little Miami River
fishes, ASO

October Calendar

 04… Field trip: Fall migration,

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

ASO

 11… Field trip: Local mammals,
ASO

 14… Program: Hognose snakes,
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Oxbow, Inc.

 18… Field trip: Audubon picnic,
ASO

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

 … Field trip: Fall migration,
Oxbow, Inc.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

 20… Program: Ohio natural history,
ASO

 29… Program: Passenger pigeon
26

27
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28

29

30

31

symposium, farnsworth@xavier.edu
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Passenger Pigeon Symposium (Contributed by George Farnsworth)
Xavier University will hold a symposium,
The Legacy of Martha: The Last
Passenger Pigeon and the Rise of
Conservationism, to commemor ate the
centennial of the death of Martha, the last
passenger pigeon in captivity, and who
lived at the Cincinnati Zoo. The symposium will be held on the evening of
October 29, 2014, 7 P.M., at Xavier University’s Cintas Center.
The symposium will include four speakers who will give presentations and participate in a roundtable discussion. They
are:
Joel Greenberg, author of A Feathered
River Across the Sky: The Passenger
Pigeon’s Flight to Extinction.

About the speakers:
Joel Greenberg is widely acknowledged to be the foremost expert on the
history of the passenger pigeon. He is a
research associate at the Peggy Notebaert
Nature Museum, Chicago Academy of
Sciences and Field Museum in Chicago.
He is the author of A Feathered River
Across the Sky: The Passenger Pigeon’s
Flight to Extinction. According to Joel,
the passenger pigeon story “is not just
about the past; there is no better cautionary tale to the proposition that no matter
how abundant something is it can be lost
if we are not careful in our use. What
happened to the passenger pigeon is relevant to us and those who come after.”

Thane Maynard, dir ector of the
Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden.
John Reiger, pr ofessor emer itus of
history, Ohio University-Chillicothe and
author of A merican Sportsmen and the
Origins of Conservation.

Selected Papers of George Bird Grinnell,
American Sportsmen and the Origins of
Conservation, Gifford Pinchot with Rod
and Reel / Trading Places: From Historian to Environmental Activist, and his
autobiography, Escaping Into Nature:
The Making of a SportsmanConservationist and Environmental
Historian.
Thane Maynard is one of the most
prominent directors of zoos across the
country and is internationally known for
his innovation and dedication to wildlife
preservation, research and education.
Maynard has authored more than a dozen
books, the most recent, Hope For
Animals & Their World, was coauthored
with Jane Goodall. He has also shared
science and environmental news nationwide through his longtime radio
program, “The 90-Second Naturalist.”
Nancy Stranahan is the dir ector of
the Arc of Appalachia Preserve System. She previously served as regional
naturalist, chief naturalist, and public
information administrator for Ohio
State Parks. In 1985 she left public
service to co-found a creative endeavor in Columbus - a vegetarian bakery & cafe, and international gift &
bookstore known as Benevolence - a
project she stewarded for 20 years.

Nancy Stranahan, dir ector of the Ar c
of Appalachia Preserve System, naturalist, writer, and speaker.
This program will involve two historians,
a wildlife ecologist, and a naturalist who
will discuss the extinction of the passenger pigeon, which had been the most
numerous bird species in North America.
The historians will explain not only how
this remarkable event came about, but
also how it sparked a new public awareness that extinctions could be brought
about through human agency. The speakers will then conduct a dialogue with
individuals involved in conservation efforts today. We intend to draw parallels
with the present by focusing on a moment
in history when humankind’s effect on
the natural world was made strikingly
clear, and when popular attitudes underwent a significant shift.

Joel Greenberg will give the keynote
address, which will be followed by
responses from the other participants.
After the responses, there will be a
roundtable discussion moderated by
Dr. James Buchanan of the Edward
Brueggeman Center for Dialogue.

“Martha,” the last known passenger
pigeon. Photo by Carl Hansen,
Smithsonian Institution, 1985
John Reiger is professor emer itus of
history at Ohio University. A former executive director of the Connecticut Audubon Society, he is the author of four
books: The Passing of the Great W est:

Contact Dr. George Farnsworth for location updates and directions,
farnsworth@xavier.edu.

Revision to ASO Bylaws (Contributed by Ned Keller)
The Board of Trustees of the Audubon
Society of Ohio has reviewed our bylaws,
which were last revised in 2002. We have
recommended several changes to our
members, which will be discussed at the
September meeting, and voted on at the
October meeting. Some of the highlights
are:
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Switch to an annual membership. All
local memberships will expire at the
end of a calendar year, instead of at
different times during the year.
Notices may now be sent out by
email, instead of by ordinary mail.
The Board of Trustees may be expanded to up to fifteen members,
instead of the current nine members.




Beginning with the adoption of the
new bylaws, Presidents will be term
limited to five years.
The full text of the current bylaws,
and proposed changes, is available
online, at: Bylaws.
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Behind Toledo’s Water Crisis, a Long-Troubled Lake Erie
by Michael Wines, The New York Times, 04 August 2014
Lake Erie is in trouble, and getting worse
by the year.
Flooded by tides of phosphorus washed
from fertilized farms, cattle feedlots and
leaky septic systems, the most intensely
developed of the Great Lakes is increasingly being choked each summer by thick
mats of algae, much of it poisonous.
What plagues Toledo and, experts say,
potentially all 11 million lakeside residents, is increasingly a serious problem
across the United States.
But while there is talk of action — and
particularly in Ohio, real action — there
also is widespread agreement that efforts
to address the problem have fallen woefully short. And the troubles are not restricted to the Great Lakes. Poisonous
algae are found in polluted inland lakes
from Minnesota to Nebraska to California, and even in the glacial-era kettle
ponds of Cape Cod in Massachusetts.
Algae fed by phosphorus runoff from mid
-America farms helped create an oxygenfree dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico last
summer that was nearly as big as New
Jersey. The Chesapeake Bay regularly
struggles with a similar problem.
Carroll Township, another lakefront Ohio
community of 2,000 residents, suspended
water use last September amid the second
-largest algae bloom ever measured; the
largest, which stretched 120 miles from
Toledo to Cleveland, was in 2011. Summertime bans on swimming and other
recreational activities are so routine that
the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency maintains a website on harmful algae
bloom.
Five years ago this month, the federal
Environmental Protection Agency and
state water authorities issued a joint report on pollution of the nation’s waterways by phosphorus and other nutrients
titled “An Urgent Call to Action.”
“Unfortunately, very little action has
come from that,” said Jon Devine, the
senior lawyer for the water program at
the Natural Resources Defense Council in
Washington.
“When we bring this subject up for conversation with the regulators, everyone
sort of walks out of the room,” Donald
Moline, the Toledo commissioner of public utilities, said in an interview on Monday. “The whole drinking-water community has been raising these issues, and so
far we haven’t seen a viable response.”
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Lake Erie’s travails — and now, Toledo’s
— are but the most visible manifestation
of a pollution problem that has grown as
easily as it has defied solution. Once the
shining success of the environmental
movement — Lake Erie was mocked as
dead in the 1960s, then revived by cleanwater rules — it has sunk into crisis again
as urbanization and industrial agriculture
have spawned new and potent sources of
phosphorus runoff.
In Lake Erie’s case, the phosphorus feeds
a poisonous algae whose toxin, called
microcystin, causes diarrhea, vomiting
and liver-function problems, and readily
kills dogs and other small animals that
drink contaminated water. Toledo was
unlucky: A small bloom of toxic algae
happened to form directly over the city’s
water-intake pipe in Lake Erie, miles
offshore.
Beyond the dangers to people and animals, the algae wreak tens of billions of
dollars of damage on commercial fishing
and on the recreational and vacation
trades. With conservationists and utility
officials like Mr. Moline, representatives
of those industries have for years called
for some way to limit the phosphorus
flowing into waterways.
There are practical and political reasons,
environmental activists and other say,
why it has not happened. The biggest,
perhaps, is that the government has few
legal options to impose limits — and
voluntary limits so far have barely dented
the problem.
The federal Clean Water Act is intended
to limit pollution from fixed points like
industrial outfalls and sewer pipes, but
most of the troublesome phosphorus carried into waterways like Lake Erie is
spread over thousands of square miles.
Addressing so-called nonpoint pollution
is mostly left to the states, and in many
cases, the states have chosen not to act.
Beyond that, the Supreme Court has
questioned the scope of the Clean Water
Act in recent years, limiting regulators’
ability to protect wetlands and other watery areas that are not directly connected
to streams, or that do not flow yearround.
Wetlands, in particular, filter phosphorus
from runoff water before it reaches rivers
and lakes. A federal Environmental Protection Agency proposal to restore part of
the Clean Water Act’s authority has come
under fire in Congress, largely from Re-

publicans who view it as an infringement
on private rights and a threat to farmers.
Some efforts to control pollution have
found powerful opponents in agriculture
and the fertilizer industry, which, for
example, has fought limits on lawn fertilizers in Florida towns and on overall
pollution of the Chesapeake Bay. The
principal industry lobby, the Fertilizer
Institute, is part of a coalition of industry
and agricultural interests that are opposing federal efforts to restore some coverage of the Clean Water Act.
With Lake Erie in peril, both Ohio and
federal authorities have taken some steps
to rein in phosphorus pollution. Some of
the $1.6 billion that Congress has allotted
for a Great Lakes Restoration Initiative
has gone to create wetlands and teach
farmers ways to reduce fertilizer use and
runoff. The Ohio government runs a Lake
Erie Phosphorus Task Force that brings
together interests from conservation to
agriculture to industry to devise solutions
to rising pollution.
But as in many places, Ohio has stopped
well short of actually ordering the sources
of phosphorus runoff to cap their production. A hefty Nutrient Reduction Strategy
paper issued last year cites sheaves of
demonstration projects, voluntary phosphorus reduction goals and watershed
plans, but makes no mention of enforceable limits on pollution.
The legislature this year passed a law
requiring farmers and other major fertilizer users to apply for licenses and undergo
certification, but limits control of pollution to voluntary measures.
All mention of one contributor to the
pollution problem — so-called confined
animal feeding operations, the industrialsize feedlots that produce manure en
masse — was stripped from the version
that was enacted.
Environmental advocates say they agree
that voluntary measures to limit phosphorus pollution, such as targeting fertilizer
to precisely the locations and amounts
that are needed, are a big part of any solution.
“We’ve worked with farmers, and we
know it works,” said Jordan Lubetkin, a
Great Lakes spokesman for the National
Wildlife Federation. “Voluntary programs will take you so far. But at the end
of the day, you need numeric standards.”
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